
DECLARATION: TOKYO SU~ll1rT CONFERENCE

The Heads of State and Government of Canada, the Federal

Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom

of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of

America met in Tokyo on the 28th and 29th of June, 1979. The

European Community was rapresented by the President of the

European Council and by the President of the European Co~~ission

for discussion of matters within the Community's competence.

1. The agre2ments reached at the Bonn Summit helped to

improve the world economy. There was higher growth in some

countries, a reduction~of payments imbalances, and greater

currency stability.

2. But ne\l challenges have arisen. Inflation, which Has sub-

siding in most countries, is now regaining its momentum. Higher

oil prices alld oil shortage have reduced the room for rn~neuver

in economic pOlICy in all our countries_ They ~ill make infla

tion worse and curtail growth, in both the industrial and

developing counl~ies_ The non-oil developing countries are

among the biggest sufferers.

We are agreed on a common strategy to attack these

problems. Th~ most urg~nt tasks are to reduce oil consumption

and to hasten the development of other energy sources.

Our countries have already taken significant actions to

reduce oil con~umption. We will intensify these efforts.

The
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The European Community has decided to restrict 1979 oil

consumption to 500 million tons (10 million barrels a day) and

to maintain Community oil imports between 1980 and 1985 at an

annual level not higher than in 1978. The Community is

monitoring this commitment and France, Germany, Italy and the

United Kingdom have agreed to recommend to their Community

partners that each member country's contribution to these

annual levels will be specified. Canada, Japan, ano the US

will each achieve the adjusted import levels to which they are

pledged in lEA for 1979, will maintain their imports in 1980 at

a level not higher than these 1979 levels, and will be

monitoring this.

The seven countries express their will to take as goals

for a ceiling on oil imports in 1985, the following figures:

For France, Germany, Italy*, and the United Kingdom:

the 1976 figure.

Canada whose oil production will be declining

dramatically over the period between now and 1985,

will reduce its annual average rate of growth of oil

consumption to 1%, with the consequent reduction of

oil imports by 50,000 barrels per day by 1965.

Canada's targets for imports will therefore be 0.6

million barrels per day.

Japan

------
* Footnote: Italy's commitment with reference to the 1978

level is accepted in the context of the overall

commitment of the European Community.
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Japan adopts as a 1985 target a level not to exceed

the range between 6.3 and 6.9 millioll barrels a day.

Japan will review ttlis target periodically and make

it more precise in the light of current developments

and growth projections, and do their utmost to reduce

oil imports tllrough conservation, rationalization of

use and intensive development of alternative energy

sources in order to move toward lower figures.

The United States adopts as a goal for 1985 import

levels not to exceed the levels either of 1977 or the

adjusted target for 1979, i.e. 8.S million barrels

per day.

These 1985 goals will serve as reference to monitor both

energy conservation and the development of alternative energy

Sources.

A high level group of representatives of our countries and

of the EEC Commission, within the DECO, will review periodi

cally the results achieved. Slight adjustments will be allowed

to take account of special needs generated by growth.

In fulfilling these commitments, our guiding principle

will be to obtain fair supplies of oil products for all

countries, taking into account the differing patterns of

supply, the efforts made to limi.t oil imports, the economic

situation of each country, the quantities of oil available, and

the potential of each country for energy conservation.

We urge other industrialized countries to set similar

objectives for themselves.

We
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We agree to take steps to bring into the open the working

of oil markets by setting up a register of international oil

transactions. We will urge oil companies and oil-exporting

countries to moderate spot market transactions. We will

consider the feasibility of requiring that at the time of

~nloading crude oil cargoes, documents be presented indicating

the purchase price as certified by the producer country. We

will likewise seek to achieve better information on the profit

situation of oil companies and on the use of the funds

available to these companies.

We agree on the importance of keeping domestic oil prices

at world market prices or raising them to this level as soon as

possible. We will seek to minimize and finally eliminate

administrative action that might put upward pressure on oil

prices that result from domestic underpricing of oil and to

avoid new subsidies which would have ttle same effect.

Our countries will not buy oil for governmental stockpiles

when this would place undue pressure en prices; we will consult

about the decisions that we make to this end.

3.
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3. We pledge Our countries to increase as far as possible

coal use, production, and teade, without damage to the

environment. We will endeavor to substitute coal for oil in

the industrial and electrical sectors, encourage the

improvement of coal transport, maintain positive attitudes

toward investment for coal projects, pledge not to interrupt

coal trade under long-term contracts unless required to do so

by a national emergency, and maintain, by measures which do not

obstruct coal imports, those levels of domestic coal production

which are desirable for reasons of energy, regional and social

policy.

We need to expand alternative sources of energy,

especially those which \~ill help to prevent further pollution,

particularly increases of carbon dioxide and sulphur oxides in

the atmosphere.

Without the expansion of nuclear power generating capacity

in the coming decades, economic g~owth and higher employment

wili be hard to achieve. This must be done under conditions

guaranteeing our people's safety. We will cooperate to this

end. The International Atomic Energy Agency can playa key

role 1n this regard.

We reaffirm the understanding reached at the Bonn Summit

with respect to the reliable supply of nuclear fuel and

minimizing the risk of nuclear proliferation.

New
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New technologies ill the field of energy are the key to the

world's longer-term freedoln from fuel crises. Large public and

private reSOurces will be required for the development and

commercial application of those technologies. We will ensure

that these resources are made available. An International

Energy Technology Group linked to the OECD, lEA and other

appropriate international organizations will be created to

review tile actions being talcen or planned domestically by each

of our countries, and to report on the need and potential for

international collaboration, including financing.

We deplore the decisions taken by the recent OPEC

Conference. We recognise that relative moderation was displayad

by certain of the participants. But ti,e unwarranted rises in

oil prices nevertheless agreed are bound to have very serious

economic and social consequences. They mean more world-wide

inflation and less growth. That will lead to more unemployment,

more balance of payments difficulty and will endanger stability

in developing and developed countries of the world alike. We

remain ready to examine with oil exporting countries how to

define supply and demand prospects on the world oil market.

4. We agree that we should continue with the policies Eor our

economies agreed at Bonn, adjusted to reflect current circum

stances. Energy shortages and high oil. prices have caused a

real transfer of incomes. We will try, by our domestic economic

policies, to minimize the damage to our economies. But our

options are limi ted. Attempts to compensate for the damage by

matching income increases would simply add to inf atior..

5 .
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We agree that we must do more to improve the long-term

productive efficiency and flexibility of our economies. The

measures needed may include more stimulus [or investment and for

research and development; steps to make it easier for capital

and labor to move from declining to new industries; regulatory

policies which avoid unnecessary impediments to investment and

productivity; reduced growth in some public sector current

expenditures; and removal of impediments to the international

flow of trade and capital.

6. The agreements reached in the Tokyo Round are an important

achievement. We are committed to their early and faithful

implementation. We renew our determination to figtlt protec

tionism. We want to strengthen the GATT, both to monitor the

agreements reached in the MTNs and as an instrument for future

policy in maintaining the open world trading system. We will

welcome the full participation of as many countries as possible

in these agreements and in the system as a whole.

7. We ~'ill intensify our efforts to pursue the ecor.omic

policies appropriate in eaell of our countries to achieve durable

external equilibrium. Stability in the foreign exchange market

is essential for tile sound developnent of \~orld trade and the

global economy. This has been furthered since the Bonn Summit

by two important developments -- the November 1st 1978 program

of the United States in conjunction with other monetary

authorities, and the successful emergence of the European

Monetary System. We will continue close cooperation in excilange

market policies and in support of the effective discharge by the
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........~_.F of its responsibilities, particularly its surveillance role

and its role in strengthening further. the international monetary

system.

8. Constructive North-South relations are "essential to the

health of the world economy. We for our part have consistently

worked to bring developing countries more fUlly into the open

world trading system and to adjust our economies to changing

international circumstances. The problems we face are global.

They can only be resolved through shared responsibility and

partnershio. But this partnership cannot depend solely on the

efforts of the industrialized countries. The OPEC countries

have ju?t as important a role to play. The latest decision

substantially to increas€ oil prices will also severely increase

the problems facir:g developing countries without oil resources

as well as the difficulties for developed countries in helping

them. The decision could even have a crippling effect Ofl some

of the developing countries. In this situation, we recognize,

in particUlar, the need for the [low of financial resources to

tile developing countries to increase, including private and

public, bilateral and multilateral resources. A good investment

climate in developing count!ies will help the flow of foreign

investment.

We are deeply concerned about the millions of people still

living in conditions of absolute poverty. We will take

particular account of the poorest countries in our aid programs.

Once more we urge COMECON countries to play their part.
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We will place more emphasis on cooperation witl, developing

countries in overcoming hunger and malnutrition. We will urge

multilateral organizations to help these countries to develop

effective" food sector strategies and to build up the storage

capacity needed for strong national food reserves. Increased

bilateral and multilateral aid for agricultural research will be

particularly important. In these and other ways we will step up

our efforts to help these countries develop their human

resources, tllrough technical cooperation adapted to local

conditions.

We will also place special emphasis on helping developing

cou'1tries to exploit their energy potential. We strongly

support the Wo~ld Bank's p~ogram for hydrocarbon exploitation

and urge its expansion. We will do more to help developing

countries increase the use of renewable energy; we ~elcome the

World Bank's coordination of these efforts.
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The plight of refugees from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia

poses a humanitarian probl~~ of historic proportions and

constitutes a threat to the peace and stability of Southeast

Asia. Given the tragedy and sUffering which are taking place,

the problem calls for an immediate and major response.

The Heads of ~tate and Government callan Vietnam and

other countries of Indochina to take urgent and effective

measures so that the present human hardship and suffering are

eliminated. They confirm the great importance they attach to

the immediate cessation of the disorderly outflow of refugees

without prejudice to the principles of free emigration and

family reunification.

The Governments represented will, as part of an inter-

national effort, significantly increase their contributions

to Indochinese refugee relief and resettlement-by making more

funds available and by admitting more people, while taking

into account the existing social and economic circumstances

in each of their countries.

The Heads of State and Government request the Secretary-

General of the united Nations to convene a conference as soon

as possible with a view to.attaining concrete and positive

results. They extend full support to this objective and are

ready to participate constructively in such a conference.

The Heads of State and Government cull on all nations

to join in addressing this pressing problem.



:ll;~eI:1:..en'; ;,;- Fritle i:iniste:.~ 0hi=a
at t:te u_o_i~n"f ~F!...s_s conf~c-nce--

(.~ir-ni"ac:c:'nt;)

:..t the request: 0: the ::eac.s of State and Gover'n.\"::.ent

who ~a=ticipated in :he Sll-',i:, I, in ~y capacity of

chai~c~1 of the oee:ing, 2m plea5ed to make the followL~

state~ent which conce=ns the Decl~ation on Air-~ijac~ing

"<~li.e :leads of State a.l.d Gove=nment ex-pressed ::heir

pleasu=c ~ith the b~oad su~po=~ expressed by other States

for the Declaration C:l Hijacking :~ade at the Bonn Sumoit;

i~ July 1978. They noted t~at p~ocedures for the prowpt

inple~entation of the Declaration have been agreed upon

ar.d th~: to date eniorcece:lt L.easu=es under the Declaration

have ~o: bee~ r.ece£Z2~J.

Tlle:' also note=. ';/ith sacisfaction the widespread

adhe=encc :0 the cO~'lentions deal inc with unlawful inter-'

ference wich inter:l3tional civil aviation. The exter.sivc

suppo=t [o=.' these co:;.ventioilS t'!nu the Bonn Declar?.!:'iol"".

or:: :!ij?.c~~in::; re,:,'lects: t:-..e acce~)~a.-.cc by the iJlterr.a:ional
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